Moveable Feasts: The Gurdjieff Work
James Moore
You cannot step twice into the same New Religious Movement.
(with apologies to Heracleitus)
Religion Today (London) IX (2) [Spring 1994?] pp. 11-16.

A New Religious Movement (NRM) moves: stasis is not on offer. The founder’s pipe-dream,
his grand chimera, is evangelical dynamism with canonical arrest. Muhammad, for example,
would convert the world, yet cautions: ‘Beware of novel affairs for surely all innovation is
error.’1 . . . In vain! Slowly and inexorably a subtle torsion—compounded of historical
exigency, geographical polycentrism, changing societal norms, ideological cross-dressing, and
every stripe of personal subjectivism—remoulds the NRM’s credo and praxis. Its scriptural
texts suffer variant exegesis; its tenets ‘progressive’ revisionism. Its Popes and anti-Popes and
little heretics create new eddies of doctrine, new foci of influence; it oecumenical councils
shuffle the very formularies of orthodoxy.
Although ‘the latest study’ excites every upwardly-mobile sociologist, relatively few
practitioners (B. R. Wilson2 comes pleasingly to mind) evince sensitivity to general patterns of
NRM dynamism. Those who produce penetrative morphological critiques of specific
Movements deserve particular congratulation. After all, the pre-requisites of an exhaustive
developmental survey—specialisation, generous time-span of review, and (not least) physical
and psychological entrée3 are in scarce supply. How can the poor generalist—self-excluded by
his ‘objectivity’ from the NRM’s experiential heart; lost in the labyrinth of its reflexive
indexicality, without the saving thread of empathy; barred from its oligarchy’s Byzantine
conclaves in non-smoke-filled rooms; oblivious to a score of obscure yet passionate cogitations
(variously ‘resolved’ by fudge or brutal Gothick triumph)—how can he decently extrapolate
the resultant of inertial and applied forces? How glimpse more than foggily the multiplex
politico-doctrinal hook-ups: how even conceive that (in novel exemplification of chaostheory) a single raised eyebrow in Paris may dictate methodology in Caracas 10 years later?
Whoever has frowned his way through this catechism skirts the sociological heretical
proposition that it is from within an NRM that its doctrinal and methodological trajectory can
be plotted with optimum historical and predictive value. Who better than an ‘in-house
dialectician’4 to signal the transition from quantitative increment to qualitative metamorphosis;
the moment critique when, so-to-say, some hopeful archaeopteryx of an NRM, by the illadvised shedding of one proto-feather too many, surprisingly involves into a reptile.
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Enough generalities! Let us now soberly test for deviation and revisionism in one specific
NRM namely ‘The Work’, i.e. the spiritual movement initiated by George Ivanovitch
Gurdjieff5 . . . Amenably small, but not minuscule; religious in temper but not format6; ‘new’
but no nine-day’s wonder; boasting a primary and secondary literature; and exerting a
subterranean ideological and cultural influence—The Work is apt, indeed ripe, for survey.
Gurdjieff himself counselled no-one to loiter in an unexamined ‘Gurdjieffianity’: “If you have
not by nature a critical mind your stay here is useless”7.
Our basic parameters are relatively straightforward—reserving judgement on a plethora of
foreign and fringe organizations, we focus on the Work’s mandated UK vehicle, The Gurdjieff
Society8, in the 40 years between the deaths of Gurdjieff (29 October1949) and his effective
successor Jeanne de Salzmann (25 May 1990) . . . Rather more taxing is the procedural issue.
The sheer breadth, depth, and cohesion of Gurdjieff’s ‘System’ (a musical oeuvre, a repertoire
of Sacred Dances, a semantic critique, an epistemology, a mythopoetic cosmology and
cosmogony, a human typology, a phenomenology of consciousness, and a practical
Existenzphilosophie) give pause in setting on a specific index of paradigm-shift. Happily there
offers a classical theological dichotomy which seems almost startlingly relevant, namely the
dialectical tension between (1) personal endeavour and (2) supernal grace . . . So what, on this
crucial score, did the founder himself indicate: and what is indicated by his inheritors?
The Stoic Legacy
The historian’s starting point is not what Gurdjieff, in any value-system, ‘should have’ said; or
may metaphorically be ‘saying’ now to sensitives for whom he is professedly “more alive than
he ever was”9—the issue is what he actually said. His compassion, humanity, humour, even
occasional tendresse, are amply documented—but as the context of his didactic rigour. That
unexpected title ‘The Work’ (coined in Petrograd 1916), seems itself immediately indicative;
teleologically it evokes alchemy and methodologically implies virile and inescapable
endeavour. “Ordinary efforts do not count”, exhorted Gurdjieff. “Only super-efforts count . .
.it is better to die making efforts than to live in sleep” 10. The self-same Leitmotiv of intense
striving blazes in memoirs of early English pupils: “The keynote was ‘Overcome difficulties—
Make effort—Work’”11. It marries accusations by Gurdjieff’s calumniators (“He drove his
charges like a Turk” 12) with the apologetics of defectors (“I liked and continue to like the
aristocratic even Nietzschean, side of the Teaching”13).
The fact that the traditional Gurdjieffian’s attention is, ever and again, self-mobilised for
uncompromising interior Jihad, has licensed martial metaphor in book titles by disciples (e. g.
Thomasson’s Batailles pour le présent 14) and by outsiders (e. g. Wilson’s War Against
Sleep15). Incontestably, Gurdjieff insisted on spartan exercises (e. g. counting in cannon;
fasting; ‘Arms-sideways’) and dance forms ( e. g. the Arch-difficile’; the ‘Ho Ya! Dervish’)
which challenge human potential; his so-to-say ‘Sinaic tablets’ replaced 10 proscriptive
commandments with 5 prescriptive ‘strivings’. His personal energies he committed à
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l’outrance and, when he died, his pupils swore fealty in terms resonating the unequivocal
vibration of their master’s 40 year ministry: “What struggles they will be”16.
The stringency of Gurdjieff’s methodology flowed, with mathematical inexorability, from his
uncompromising theodicy: his model of the universe or ‘Ray of Creation’. This hierarchical
cosmicization of being, with its startling involuntionary solfeggio (DOminus the Lord, SIdera
the stars, LActea the Milky Way, the SOLar system etc.) remains a poetically valid and
philosophically17 formidable recrudescence of neo-Pythagorean and Hermetic18 insights.
Significant, however, that in the Ray’s downward cascade, the ratio of grace to blind
mechanicity worsens incrementally – only such a bare minimum reaching earth as may prompt
and empower a few seekers’ arduous ascent towards its pure and abundant source: Hic opus,
hic labor est19. Hence, in any modern bestiary, the ‘Gurdjieffian’ is a running salmon, pitting
his courage and activism against the lawful downward spate: a creature par excellence
embarked on a ‘contrary way’ (Thomasson’s Les chemins contraires20). Precisely this
paradigm softens and illuminates Gurdjieff’s strange dictum that his is an orientation “against
nature, against God”21.
To sum up, grace (the Godward side of election, justification and sanctification) is, for
Gurdjieff, the modest handmaid of human will. Admittedly his system offers a minority of
men prevenient grace in their implanted hunger for latent perfection; and subsequent grace in
the magnanimity and mediation of schools of consciousness and being. Here one cheerfully
concedes a whiff of synergy, a peppercorn of semi-Pelagianism (quantifiable, in fact, within
terms of Gurdjieff’s resurrected arithosophy). But gratuitous, omni-accessible, and invincible
grace? Poetry’s perfervid theophany: “Naked I wait Thy love’s uplifted stroke?”22 Not
Pygmalion likely! . . . Such then the stoic legacy, which on Gurdjieff’s death passed onerously
into the worldwide stewardship of his closest and most senior pupil Jeanne de Salzmann.
The Thirty Years War
In the magnetic individuality of Mme Henriette H. Lannes (Mme de Salzmann’s chosen
representative and plenipotentiary in England for 30 years) the traditional Gurdjieffian ethos of
effort was personified and guaranteed. It was vibrantly present in demonstrations of
Gurdjieff’s Sacred Dances (Fortune Theatre, 1950; St Jame’s Hall, Gloucester Terrace, 1961;
Rudolph Steiner Hall, 1962). It informed a bewildering range of ancillary activities from a
marionette theatre to a Work-oriented study of science . . . Above all, effort was the sine qua
non of Mme Lannes’ group work.
Her spiritual summons, translated into countless practical and diurnal challenges, was not
posited in any framework of humanistic psychology or New Age eupsychian therapy but on its
traditional ground of Gurdjieff’s cosmological model (see, for example, her paper “Organic
Life on Earth: Its Place and the Influences Acting on It and Us”, 4 Dec. 1971). That she
instigated moments23 involving confrontative physical challenge in Gurdjieff’s line of ‘supereffort’ is undeniable; yet it was not through ordeal, through prodigies of asceticism, through
Sturm und Drang that Mme Lannes manifested. In dramatic, interactive exchanges, conducted
with ruthless compassion, she brought a teaching of individuation, wherein each pupil was
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granted unique specificity, both as merde de la merde and as candidate for ‘self-perfection in
the sense of being’; a teaching which elevated the taste of ‘I am’ from cheap egotism to an
essential presence replete with noetic content.
Nor, of course, was Mme Lannes alone. Throughout this long formative period all
authoritative Work voices endorsed, without a shred of reservation, Gurdjieff’s canon of effort,
striving, and self-reliance. It furnished the express idiom, verbal and kinetic, of a succession of
exacting Movements teachers (Rose Mary Nott, Solange Lubtchansky, Nicole Egg, Marthe de
Gaigneron). In these very terms Mme de Salzmann maintained her personal notebook: “Such
is my struggle: a struggle against the passivity of my thought. A struggle without which
nothing more conscious . . . could be born”24 (1958). In these very terms Peter Brook
introduced his biographical film Meetings with Remarkable Men: “Gurdjieff’s life points us to
another struggle . . . the struggle to be”25 (1976). In these very terms Henri Tracol (an eminent
Gurdjieffian) commended to the searcher: “A voluntary concentration on struggle – a struggle
for which he himself is the ground”26 (1979) . . . Such was the consistent and amply traditional
tenor of The Gurdjieff Society’s 30-year primary epoch, which closed decisively at 10 p.m. on
Wednesday, 28 May 1980, when H. H. Lannes died.
Amazing Grace
London’s grieving members took heart from unchanging group modalities (venue, format etc.).
Continued visits by the revered teachers Henri Tracol and Maurice Desselle – and above all
Mme de Salzmann’s on-going supervision – seemingly augured doctrinal and methodological
stability. Yet the augury misled. The Work’s familiar form increasingly delivered a novel
content: Plus c’est la même chose, plus ca change. Individualised teaching was out, general
doctrine in; the wood was everything, the trees nothing. Fronting the new doctrine was a
oligarchy-led modulation of idiom from active to passive voice: the pupil no longer
‘remembered himself’ but ‘was remembered’; no longer ‘awoke’ but ‘was awoken’. Pupils did
not, need not, could not, work: they were ‘worked upon’ (even while they literally slept!).
These startling propositions advanced with formidable intellectual refinement by French
teachers of palpable integrity, left questions. Who could deny, and who fulfil, the residual
demand for a subtle interior attunement? Who felt untouched that the elderly apologists of the
new quietism paradoxically criss-crossed the globe, stinting no evangelical effort or personal
hardship? . . . Even so, the traditional Work paradigm was undeniably bouleversé: Yang
converted to Yin; Krishna to the Gopi girls; Prometheus to Ganymede; Jiriki to Tariki, Ignatius
Loyola to Miguel de Molinos.
However perverse seems an etymological reading of ‘tradition’ as betrayal (Fr. Trahison), the
iconic Gurdjieff, avatar of effort, now necessarily fell to be deconstructed by his eponymous
organisations. Thus, at a time when the crypto-Gurdjieffian journal Parabola27 continued
celebrating a vast pantheon of religious, mythic, and legendary figures, Dr Michel de Salzmann
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(Mme de Salzmann’s son) warned of Gurdjieff himself that, “there are no golden legends to be
built around him.”28 Then, if not legend, perhaps sober history was admissible? Seemingly
not: Gurdjieffian historicity was equally unwelcome in Paris because “rather idolatrous.”29
Effectively discarded with both the ‘heroic’ and historical Gurdjieff was the entire apparatus of
his Systema Universi: the Ray of Creation, the Table of Hydrogens, the Step Diagram, the
Food Diagram, the Enneagram, etc. They and their unwelcome implications simply vanished
from politically correct discourse. With this final solution to the problem of the Work’s effortsaturated cosmological matrix (enunciated by Gurdjieff, promulgated by P.D. Ouspensky,
meditated by Maurice Nicoll, extrapolated by J.G. Bennett and Rodney Collin, and cherished
inter alia by H.H. Lannes) the pupil’s presumed new experience of ‘being worked on’ and
‘being remembered’ was posited in a mystical illuminism, which hinted encouragingly at a
supernal ‘look of love’30 – albeit not specifying its presumably divine, demiurgic, or angelic
provenance. In a doctrinal corollary of seismic implications, fusion with this supernal source
replaced individuation as the pupil’s goal.
However cloudy at the theological level, the new grace-paradigm was lent exotic
methodological specificity. In regular communal ‘sittings’ the highly energised ‘love from
above’ professedly entered the pupil’s subtle body through an ‘aperture’ at his crown (cf.
Kundalini’s ‘Lotus of a Thousand Petals’) as he waited with eyes closed in still, sustained, and
intensely refined attention. With each vital breath (cf. Prâna) this transforming energy ducted
itself ‘arterially’ down the spine (cf. Shushumna) into the sexual zone (cf. Svaadhishthâna
chakra) and thence up again to exit between the eyebrows (cf. Ainâ chakra). Though the
French teachers scrupulously eschewed Yogic terminology, its inescapable redolence sat
incongruously with Gurdjieff’s fierce strictures against Indian religiosity in general (a “bordel
for Truth”31) and Kundalini in particular.
The grand trophy of revisionism was Gurdjieff’s mythopoetic magnum opus, Beelzebub’s
Tales to His Grandson. That this book marshalled Gurdjieff’s profoundest insights; that he
himself, over decades, honed the English text refining its nuances and cadences; that he saw it
into publication; that generations of Gurdjieffians had accorded it quasi-scriptural status – was
now outweighed by a single fatal defect. Grace did not suffice to render intelligible the
author’s deliberate stylistic opacity: the reader’s confrontative effort was required – and effort
was passé. With such a temerity as might cheerfully paraphrase Joyce’s Ulysses (or Homer’s),
it was resolved that Beelzebub’s future readership be not summoned to the textual level, rather
the text be reduced to a dilettante or Lumpen-Gurdjieffian comprehension level. A suitable
American team, mandated by Mme de Salzmann herself, contrived to “clarify the verbal
surface”32; to make “the reading smoother; the material seem lighter, more approachable”33. In
1992 the bowdlerised version was published and ‘hyped’: Gurdjieffs authentic text jettisoned;
objection made light of.
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Watch This Space
Then, all in all, what had happened? And why? A tradition’s thirty years’ staunch
conservatism, then abrupt deconstruction, by diametric inversion of logocentrism, begs
analysis. Does explanation lie in dialectic’s mystique of the identity of opposites: in the
latency and co-substantiality of grace within any dispensation of striving? Or had paradox
(beloved of every Gurdjieffian) simply run amuck? Or again, had that clandestine infusion of
orientalism into Gurdjieff’s body of ideas suddenly attained dialectic criticality?
To personify these questions merely sharpens them. The overwhelming majority of rank-andfile ‘Gurdjieffians’ – albeit now populating a landscape littered with the toppled monuments of
their master’s unequivocal teaching – proved models of adaptation. For them, the Society’s
own recognisances evidently licensed any responsible spiritual teaching offered under its aegis:
they saw no deconstruction, heard no deconstruction, spoke no deconstruction; indeed their
own vocabulary of experience quickly acquired by osmosis the newly ‘correct’ idiom. As
above, so below . . . The tiny sensitised minority fell into two camps: those who expediently
rationalised the new ‘part line’ (e.g. “The unquestioning acceptance of tradition of course can
secure for us the peace of mind which frontal lobotomies are said to purvey”34) and those who
lamented it. This second constituency’s deep disquiet was veiled; group loyalties, hierarchical
organisational structures, patterns of sanction and patronage, and, above all, a well-founded
awe of Mme de Salzmann muffled dissent.
Gurdjieffian institutional ‘democracy’ being (like virtually all NRMs’) purely cosmetic, the
Work’s post-1980 cultural revolution in Britain was instigated not by its ‘Red Guards’ but by
its ‘Great Helmswoman’. Jeanne de Salzmann was an active and formidable 90, and her
London delegates Tracol and Desselle in their 70s, when all three commenced dispensing the
new doctrine unanimously, simultaneously, and in manifest good faith. Given the Work’s
ethos of symbiotic paternalism, explanation was neither demanded nor volunteered. The
oligarchy’s oblique rationalisations were tendered only as intermittent sub-texts to group
pronouncements; that Gurdjieff himself had rejoiced in inconsistency; that mutability of form
characterises his way; that tradition relies on inner vibration not exterior semblance; that
recourse to striving brings diminishing returns to the point of counter-productivity (cf. Charles
Baudouin’s ‘law of reversed effort’) and is hence suited only to beginners.
The commitment and cohesion of The Gurdjieff Society’s teachers, members, and candidatemembers render them a force wholly disproportionate to their numbers (approx. 600 in
London). Even Gurdjieff’s bitterest modern critic concedes that “many people not infrequently
endowed with real intellectual and spiritual potential continue to follow his groups”35. As an
operative, illuminist school, The Society surely has few if any peers in contemporary Britain.
Well and good . . . but, beyond facile nominalism, what today are The Society’s specifically
Gurdjieffian credentials? Two only are self-evident and they are crucially important: firstly its
teaching layer embraces virtually all surviving Britons who studied directly under Gurdjieff,
and secondly it keeps triumphantly alive the choreographic repertoire of his Movements36.
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Nevertheless, the vast residuum of the Gurdjieffian oeuvre seems – after scarcely 40 years –
already overcast by his own sombre observation, that every religious movement’s trajectory
eventually “deviates from its original direction and goes . . . in a diametrically opposite
direction still preserving its former name”37.
Jeanne de Salzmann died on 25 May 1990 aged 101, having heroically given her last reserves
to the Work’s future. But what future? Paris’s tenacious hold over matériel and ‘orthodoxy’;
the existence of an extensible dynastic line (through Dr Michel de Salzmann); and the current
well-meaning series of international, oecumenical conferences38 – all these portend cohesion.
Yet has not the wholesale and hubristic revisionism of the 1980s, culminating in today’s
gauche ‘improvement’ of Beelzebub sown the dragon’s teeth of schism?39 Whenever a
movement’s apostolic successors visibly cease to be guardians of the tradition, then, sooner or
later comes some slouching Luther. For the value-free sociologist, his advent would be merely
a matter of restimulated professional interest, but for Gurdjieff’s “sons, whether by blood or in
spirit”,40 incisive polarization would be a calamity. That any true Gurdjieffian communion
(however dilated in space and time) must pivot on the teaching, writing, and example of G.I.
Gurdjieff, is hardly an extravagant or inflammatory proposition. Its re-espousal seems, to
certain informed sensibilities, not only metaphysically apt but urgently politic.
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